VEHICLE REGISTRATION
Current year tabs must be affixed to license plates by the 10th of the month following the expiration month. Minnesota requires two license plates on passenger vehicles.

DISTANCE FROM CURB / PARKED PARALLEL
Vehicles must be parked within 12" of the curb and parked the same direction as traffic flow.

SCHOOL ZONES
Parking is prohibited near schools in posted zones during certain hours on school days. This is for the safety of the school children.

FUNERALS/END OF LIFE CELEBRATIONS
Spiritual communities may make special arrangements for funerals by contacting Code Compliance and Traffic Control at: 612-673-5300 / Fax 612-673-5399

There is also an area posted No Parking for Passenger & Valet Loading from 6 p.m. - 3 a.m., daily. Vehicles parked during this time in this area may be towed.

In addition parking is prohibited from 4 - 6 p.m. Monday through Friday on this side of the street for rush hour. Vehicles parked during this time in this area may be towed immediately.

Red colored printing overrides other information on the signs.

This is an example of multiple signs for the same parking area.

Know where you can park

City of Minneapolis
Regulatory Services
Code Compliance and Traffic Control

For reasonable accommodations or alternative formats please contact Caitlin Maxwell-Glenn in Regulatory services at 612-673-3863 or caitlin.maxwell-glenn@minneapolismn.gov.

People who are deaf or hard of hearing can use a relay service to call 311 at 612-673-3000.

TTY users can call 612-673-2157 or 612-673-2626.

Para asistencia 612-673-2700, Rau kev pab 612-673-2800, Hadii aad Caawimaad u baahantahay 612-673-3500
Red printing overrides any other information on signs

**NO PARKING ANYTIME**
Indicates No Parking - A red circle with a slash often communicates the do not’s – enter, turn, U-turn, pedestrians or parking.

**BUS STOP**
This indicates a Bus Stop in the direction of the arrow. This sign will be accompanied by a Metro Transit Bus Stop sign at the other end of the stop.

**DISABILITY PARKING ONLY**
State Disability Permit required on street or on private property.

**NO PARKING BIKE LANE**
Indicates No Parking Anytime for an on street bike lane. A bike lane is a traffic flow lane and violations may be towed immediately.

**NO PARKING WITHIN 5 FEET OF A DRIVEWAY OR BLOCKING OF DRIVEWAY OR ALLEY ENTRANCE**
The measurement starts at the curb cut at the end of the driveway apron.

**TEMPORARY NO PARKING SIGN**
Watch for temporary signs that are posted for various reasons. For example, signs may be posted for a single day for street sweeping or for several days for road construction. Be sure to comply with the days and times that parking is prohibited. Vehicles parked in violation may be towed immediately.

**UNATTACHED TRAILERS**
All trailers parked on city streets must be attached to a vehicle in such a manner that the motor vehicle and trailer can be operated in a safe and legal manner without further attachment.

**NO PARKING ANYTIME**
This indicates No Parking Anytime in the direction of the arrow.

**NO PARKING WITHIN 10 FEET OF FIRE HYDRANT**
No vehicle shall be parked within 10 feet of a fire hydrant.

**PARKED WITHIN 20 FEET OF A CROSSWALK**
No vehicle shall be parked within 20 feet of a pedestrian crosswalk.

**PARKING WITHIN 30 FEET OF A STOP SIGN**
No vehicle shall be parked within 30 feet of any stop sign.

**PARKED OVER 72 HOURS**
No vehicle may be parked over 72 hours without being moved. Vehicles in violation may be towed.

**INOPERABLE VEHICLES**
Vehicles that are missing vital parts shall not be parked on a city street and may be towed immediately.

**KEYS IN IGNITION**
When parking a passenger vehicle the driver is required to lock the ignition and remove the keys.

**PARKING ON BRIDGES**
Parking is prohibited on bridges except where metered or posted otherwise. Bridges may not have No Parking signs posted.